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With the help of security researchers, Apple over the weekend quickly blocked a cyberattack aimed at infecting Mac users with file-encrypting malware known as ransomware. The incident is believed to be the first Apple-focused attack using ransomware, which typically targets computers running Windows. Victims of ransomware are asked to pay a fee,
usually in bitcoin, to get access to the decryption key to recover their files. Security company Palo Alto Networks wrote on Sunday that it found the “KeRanger” ransomware wrapped into Transmission, which is a free Mac BitTorrent client.  Transmission warned on its website that people who downloaded the 2.90 version of the client “should immediately
upgrade to 2.92.” Sneaking past the Gatekeeper It was unclear how the attackers managed to upload a tampered version of Transmission to the application’s website. But compromising legitimate applications is a commonly used method. “It’s possible that Transmission’s official website was compromised and the files were replaced by re-compiled malicious
versions, but we can’t confirm how this infection occurred,” Palo Alto wrote on its blog. The tainted Transmission version was signed with a legitimate Apple developer’s certificate. If a Mac user’s security settings are set to allow downloads from identified Apple developers, the person may not see a warning from Apple’s Gatekeeper that the application could
be dangerous. Security researcher Patrick Wardle of Synack has previously disclosed flaws in Gatekeeper that can lead to malicious code being installed from seemingly legitimate sources. Apple revoked the certificate after being notified on Friday, Palo Alto wrote. The company has also updated its XProtect antivirus engine. After it is installed on a system,
KeRanger waits three days before connecting to a remote command-and-control server using the Tor system. It is coded to encrypt more than 300 types of files. The ransom is 1 bitcoin, or about $404. Ransomware is hard to catch There are few defenses against ransomware. Antivirus programs often do not catch it since the attackers frequently make
modifications to fool security software. The best method is to ensure files are regularly backed up and that the backup system is isolated in a way to protect it from being infected as well. Disturbingly, KeRanger appears to also try to encrypt files on Apple’s Time Machine, its consumer backup drive, Palo Alto wrote. Ransomware schemes have been around
for more than a decade, but over the last few years have spiked. At first the attacks struck consumer computers, with the aim of extracting a few hundred dollars. But it appears attackers are targeting companies and organizations that may pay a much larger ransom to avoid disruption. Last month, a Los Angeles hospital said it paid a $17,000 ransom after
saying it was the quickest, most effective way to restore its systems. The ransomware had affected it electronic medical records. Although Apple’s share of the desktop computing market is much lower than Windows, cyberattackers have been showing increasing interest in it. But so far, ransomware hasn’t been a problem, although some researchers have
created proof-of-concept file-encrypting malware for Macs. Last November, Brazilian security researcher Rafael Salema Marques published a video showing how he coded ransomware for Mac in a couple of a days. He didn’t release the source code. Also, OS X security expert Pedro Vilaca posted proof-of-concept code on GitHub for Mac ransomware he
wrote, another experiment showing how simple it would be for attackers to target the platform. Note: When you purchase something after clicking links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. June 15, 2010 1:02 pm ET Order Reprints Print Article Apple (AAPL) today launched a redesigned Mac mini, with
twice the graphics performance a new HDMI port and a new SD cad slot, all in an "amazingly compact aluminum enclosure." The mini is priced at $699. The new mini is just 7.7 inches square and 1.4 inches thin; it has a new integrated power supply, and a removable panel for memory expansion. The device has a 48-core Nvidia (NVDA) GeForce 320
graphics processor, and a 2.4 GHz Intel (INTC) Core 2 Duo processor, with a 320 GB hard drive and 2GB of RAM. The mini comes with Mac... Apple (AAPL) today launched a redesigned Mac mini, with twice the graphics performance a new HDMI port and a new SD cad slot, all in an "amazingly compact aluminum enclosure. An error has occurred, please
try again later. Thank you This article has been sent to Source: iMore Apple has just announced brand new products! There's a new Macbook Air and an iPad Pro. The Mac mini has also received some love. Apple has just announced updates to its Mac mini configurations alongside new iPad Pros and MacBook Air models. In a press release Apple stated:
Whether they are using it as a desktop computer, a music, and movie storage hub for the family, or as a code compile server for Xcode, customers love Mac mini. The standard configurations of Mac mini now come with double the storage capacity. The $799 configuration now comes standard with 256GB, while the $1,099 configuration features 512GB of
storage, and every Mac mini is made from 100 percent recycled aluminum. Apple has also announced a brand new lineup of MacBook Air models and a new iPad Pro featuring a LiDAR Scanner and Trackpad support. From that release: Cupertino, California — Apple today updated MacBook Air, the world's most loved notebook, with faster performance, the
new Magic Keyboard, twice the storage and a new lower price of $999, and $899 for education.1 The new MacBook Air delivers up to two times faster CPU performance2 and up to 80 percent faster graphics performance,3 letting customers breeze through daily activities and play more games. Now starting with 256GB of storage, MacBook Air allows
customers to store even more movies, photos and files. With its brilliant 13-inch Retina display for vivid images and sharp text, Touch ID for easy login and secure online purchases, spacious trackpad, and all-day battery life combined with the power of macOS Catalina, it's the best MacBook Air ever made. Apple's new Mac Mini models retail at $799 for the
256GB model and $1,099 for the 512GB. All of them are made with 100 percent recycled aluminum. Double the storage for double the fun. You can now hack together your perfectly customized Mac experience with up to 2TB of storage. We may earn a commission for purchases using our links. Learn more. This article is part of a larger series on
CRM.Customer relationship management (CRM) software for Mac users works with native macOS tools, such as Safari, Apple Mail, Contacts, and Calendar. The best CRM systems, however, do more than support Mac’s operating system. They streamline sales processes, organize information, and include tools to manage leads or customers. We looked
into six CRM providers that work best with Mac and have evaluated them based on features, pricing, ease of use, and benefits. Zoho CRM: Best overall for small businesses that want a robust CRM that works with Apple products Pipedrive: Best for organizations that want to easily visualize deals on an iPhone or iPad HubSpot CRM: Great choice for teams
that want a free Mac-friendly CRM Gro CRM: Excellent option for small businesses that want to access CRM data across multiple types of Apple devices Insightly: Ideal for Mac users who are looking for a CRM with strong project management capabilities Daylite: Solid choice for businesses that want to use Siri voice commands with their CRM How We
Evaluated the Best CRM Providers for Mac Users A CRM that works well with Mac users should be priced fairly, offer a robust set of functional features like reporting and analytics, be easy to set up and operate, and provide a full range of customer support. As part of our evaluation criteria, we considered CRM options that integrate with the Apple productivity
tools, such as Calendar, Mail, and Contacts. Based on our evaluation, Zoho CRM is the best overall choice due to its pricing, features, and easy setup. It offers seamless integrations with Apple products and a well-designed mobile iOS app to improve productivity and collaboration. While we ranked Zoho CRM as the best overall CRM for Mac users, different
CRM products will be better suited for various small businesses depending on their size, products and services, and overall objectives. Click through the tabs below to learn more about our evaluation criteria: Total costs, along with a variety of pricing options, are typically the most important criteria for any small business decision. Therefore, it was the most
heavily weighted when reviewing all of the CRM software that works best for Mac users. This criteria looked at free account availability, numerous subscription options, and billing options. We looked at features we consider a necessity for CRM software that uses macOS to operate, including reporting and analytics functions, customizable pipelines,
integrations, and mobile (iOS) capabilities. The functions of any application are only as beneficial as they are usable. Therefore, ease of use of the varying CRM software is the next highest weight of criteria. Ease of use was analyzed in terms of the expertise needed to integrate it with macOS tools, the skill required to operate the system, and the overall
usability. Help and support hold the same weight as the ease of use criteria, and we evaluated it in terms of customer service hours, phone support, live chat support, and email support. We looked at reputable review sites and gathered expert opinions. We evaluated standout features, overall value for money spent, popularity, and ease of use. *Percentages
of overall score Zoho: Best Overall CRM for Mac Users *Pricing is based on a monthly subscription. Annual billing is available for those who prefer long-term contracts. Zoho CRM is an excellent CRM option for businesses that want a low-cost and easy setup. For Mac users, some of the features offered can be downloaded straight from the App store, such
as their robust mobile app that allows trigger actions with Siri shortcuts. One feature that stood out was the Mac Remote Desktop feature through Zoho Assist, which allows users to connect to other Mac devices remotely. This is useful for businesses that often rely on team collaboration. Zoho CRM Features Zoho Mail interface example (Source: Zoho CRM)
Zoho Mail allows users to easily connect Apple Mail and Contacts to the CRM Contacts can easily be imported into the Zoho CRM system Features offer two-way sync between Zoho and Apple Calendar Zoho Notebook feature allows note taking on a Mac device from the CRM system Mac Remote Desktop feature that allows remote access into other Mac
products Data porting features allows you to easily migrate data from external spreadsheets Not sure if this is the right tool for your business? Read our Zoho CRM review and find out what it does best and how it helps small businesses achieve their goals. Visit Zoho CRM Pipedrive: Best CRM for Easy Mobile Deal Tracking *Pricing is based on an annual
billing option. Monthly plans are available as well. Pipedrive is popular for its sales automation capabilities. For businesses that primarily use Apple products and Mac devices, standout features include its mobile CRM functionalities, such as seeing your daily schedule and reminders at a glance and viewing a complete overview of each deal, as well as the
ability to easily update deals on the go. Additionally, the mobile version reflects all of the customizations that were created via the desktop version. Pipedrive Features Pipedrive mobile app dashboard (Source: App Store) Strong mirrored actions between web application features and mobile (iOS) features Artificial intelligence (AI) Sales Assistant feature to
help with decision-making Smart Contact Data feature available to gain valuable insight on prospects One-click app installation abilities for dozens of apps on the App Store that Mac users often use, such as Zoom, Slack, Aircall, and PandaDoc 24/7 customer support on all channels, including phone, live chat, and email Want to learn more about this CRM?
Check out our Pipedrive review where we discussed more about its pros and cons. Visit Pipedrive HubSpot CRM: Best Free CRM for Mac Users *Based on annual billing. Monthly subscriptions are also available at slightly higher rates. Arguably, the most attractive attribute of HubSpot CRM is that it is free for an unlimited number of users for some of the
basic features most CRMs offer. Mac users also find that it runs well on mobile devices, so they can switch back and forth between a Mac desktop or laptop and an iPhone or iPad if needed. Another great HubSpot feature is the calendar integration that syncs well with Apple Calendar. If the free CRM option is a high priority for your business, compare the
benefits of the free versions of HubSpot, Zoho CRM, and Insightly. If your business can operate with the basic functions of a CRM, HubSpot is a clear choice since it’s free for unlimited users. Zoho CRM only allows up to free three users, but offers broader features and is extremely easy to integrate with macOS. Insightly only allows up to two free users but
provides a customizable portal with project management features. HubSpot CRM Features HubSpot CRM sample dashboard (Source: HubSpot) Free additional tools are available for marketing purposes, such as the Buyer Persona feature for creating and promoting to an ideal customer Solid sales engagement features for quote generation Mobile (iOS)
application runs well on iPhone and iPad devices Great scheduling features within the CRM that integrate well with Apple Calendar AI capabilities within the CRM for sales automation and data management Read our HubSpot review to get more information on how this CRM helps small businesses grow. Visit HubSpot CRM Gro CRM: Best CRM for Multiple
Apple Device Support Gro CRM was specifically created to work with Apple devices and applications. For that reason, a Mac user can set up the CRM with ease and integrate many of the applications that they likely already use, such as iCloud, Contacts, Maps, Mail, and Calendar. There is also the ability to access the CRM from multiple Apple devices,
including mobile, desktop, or laptops. You can even access the CRM’s status dashboard on an Apple TV. If you are looking for CRM providers that have specifically developed for Mac and other Apple devices, the best options would be Gro CRM and Daylite. If you wanted to focus on which devices you can access the CRM from, Gro CRM is a better choice
as nearly all (recently developed) Apple products can utilize the platform. If you want to focus more on the actual integration of Apple software applications, Daylite is a better option as all of the commonly used apps mesh seamlessly with this platform. Gro CRM Features Gro CRM contact page with Apple watch conversion to the right side (Source: Gro
CRM) Can be used on multiple Apple product platforms, including iPhone, iPad, Mac Desktop, Apple TV, and Apple Watch Can handle payment processing through integration with Stripe Integrates with Apple applications, such as iCloud, Contacts, Maps, Mail, and Calendar Call center features allow users to streamline following up with leads with the
Contact Queue system Easy-to-use document attachment features within the platform Visit Gro CRM Insightly: Best Mac CRM With Project Management Capabilities The ability to access a CRM on a mobile device makes Insightly a strong choice for Mac users, especially when considering the project management capabilities that transfer well to an iOS
system. For example, the mobile app allows you to scan business cards to add contacts, update projects with tasks and deliverables, and record voice notes. Businesses that operate heavily on a project-to-project basis should strongly consider this option. Insightly Features Insightly project reports page (Source: Hatena Blog) Project management features
within the CRM for task tracking, calendar synchronization, and custom project processes Supported by the iOS system for iPhone and iPad use Business card scanning features to automatically generate contacts Multiproject capabilities available on mobile devices Sales enablement tools available for quoting and invoicing Head over to our Insightly review
page to learn more about its features and benefits. Visit Insightly Daylite: Best Mac CRM With Siri Assistance Daylite is an excellent Mac CRM option for managing customers, sales, and projects. Much of this is because it integrates with nearly all of the main applications and functions Mac and other Apple products offer, including Mail, Contacts, Notification
Center, Siri, Caller ID, and Apple’s Multitasking feature. The strong CRM integration with Apple apps is made possible by the fact that Daylite was specifically designed for Mac devices. Daylite Features Daylite calendar example (Source: iOS Xpert) Email system allows full integration with Apple Mail Apple’s Caller ID available through the CRM system
Integrates with Siri for voice command features Two-way syncing ability for Apple Contacts and Daylite contacts Permission management features to control what certain teams can access for data security Visit Daylite
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